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ABSTRACT
Magnetic Resonance (MR) images or Magnetic resonance tomographic (MRT) images will be experienced spot commotion because of the natural unsettling influences, which will debase the visual nature of the images. Keeping in mind the end goal to discover the area or the people, somebody needs to upgrade these spotted MRT images to enhance the perceptual nature of images. Here, we had given a review on various MRT image enhancement techniques such as interpolation algorithms, decimated wavelet with interpolation, wavelet zero padding (WZP) and hybrid wavelet decomposition (HWD). We had also analyzed the performance of various algorithms using image quality metrics such as peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and mean square error (MSE).
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1. Introduction
MRT pictures can be molded by using the appealing fields and radio waves. In mending focuses, this system has been using comprehensively for restorative assurance, to find the ailment mastermind and follow-up without prologue to ionizing radiation. MRT has a wide extent of uses in restorative conclusion and in all over world there are more than 25,000 scanners to be utilized. It influences conclusion and treatment in various distinguishing sections: 1. closest neighbor interpolation, 2. Bi-straight interpolation, 3. bi-cubic interpolation. Be that as it may, these strategies were not appropriate for all pictures furthermore gives more dim or brighter pixels in the wake of interpolating the LR pictures, which in results the quality corruption. There are two sorts of picture determination upgrade techniques, those are: one is Spatial area, which applies straightforwardly on to the pixels i.e., doesn't have to transform the picture into other shape, for example, dark level transformation, histogram balance, neibourhood pixel modification etc.,[2] and [3]. What's more, second Transform space, which transforms the LR picture into Frequency area and afterward applies any algorithm to upgrade the LR picture to HR picture, for example, discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [4], discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [5] and discrete cosine transform (DCT) [6]. High Frequency points of interest of a picture will be safeguarded by a versatile hostile to associating algorithm in light of the wavelet Fourier transforms (WFT) [7] and versatile wavelet shrinkage, which expels associating antiques by shrinkage coefficients. Best satellite picture improvement is finished by utilizing double tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) with bicubic interpolation given in [8] and cycle turning idea is additionally used to upgrade LR picture to HR picture by converging with CWT or DWT [9] and [10]. Notwithstanding, all the above algorithms have been experiencing absence of unwavering quality, much complex to execute progressively world. Henceforth, to conquer the disadvantages of existing strategies a novel determination improvement plot has been proposed utilizing DUWT with bilinear interpolation strategy.

2. Related Work
In the previous decades, there are a few algorithms have been created to upgrade a LR picture with enhanced exhibitions. In 1974 Hall et. al. proposed a dark level transformation in [11], this transformation has been utilized for picture upgrade and additionally for standardization handle. Later on a few channels have been created in [12-15] and for upgrading and de-noising the LR pictures. The creator in [16] has proposed a quick sifting...
algorithm for upgrading the LR picture, which performs commotion smoothing and makes the minimum changes in the first LR picture to acquire HR picture by taking the four sub pictures weighted blend along four noteworthy headings. In [8], [9] and [17], a satellite picture determination improvement technique in view of DT-CWT, in which the LR picture is deteriorated into a few high Frequency groups. At that point after these sub groups are interpolated lastly, reverse DT-CWT is utilized to consolidate these altered sub groups to get the HR picture. Fourier Transform (FT) and Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT) are the present techniques utilized as a part of the field of picture preparing. However because of serious constraints forced by both the Fourier Transform and Short Term Fourier Transform in investigating signals esteems them ineffective in dissecting intricate and dynamic signals. FT has a downside that it will work out for just stationary signals, which won't fluctuate with the era. Since, the FT connected for the whole flag yet not portions of a flag, in the event that we consider non-stationary flag the flag will shift with the day and age, which couldn't be transformed by FT. What's more, one more downside that we have with the FT is we can't state that at what time the specific occasion will has happened. In STFT, the window is settled. Along these lines, we this window won't change with the day and age of the flag i.e., for both slender resolution and wide resolution. What's more, we can't anticipate the Frequency content at every time interval segment. To conquer the downside of STFT, a wavelet system has been presented with variable window measure. Wavelet analysis permits the utilization of long time intervals where we need more exact low-Frequency information, and shorter areas where we need high-Frequency information.

So as to substitute the weaknesses forced by both the normal flag handling strategies, the wavelet system is utilized. The wavelet system is utilized to remove the components in a picture by preparing data at various scales. The wavelet strategy controls the scales to give a higher connection in distinguishing the different Frequency segments in a picture. In fig.1 it is demonstrated that the correlation of FT, STFT and wavelet transform by considering a case input flag and how the analysis of transformation techniques will apply to get the Frequency information of information flag. We can watch that in wavelet analysis the graphical representation demonstrates that the wavelet has more number of elements than the FT and STFT. Wavelet is additionally called as multi resolution analysis (MRA).

DWT standards are fundamentally the same as the CWT however the wavelet scales and positions are heaps of two.

![Wavelet Analysis](https://edupediapublications.org/journals/index.php/ijr/)

Fig.1. Comparison of FT, STFT and Wavelet analysis of a signal

The wavelet capacity is characterized as takes after:

$$W(\tau, s) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t)\psi\left(\frac{t-\tau}{s}\right)dt$$

$$\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \psi(t)dt = 0$$

$$\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |\psi(t)|^2dt < \infty$$

The fundamental guideline of DWT is to pass the info motion through a gathering of channels i.e., low pass and high pass channels to get the low Frequency (LF) and high Frequency (HF) of source flag. Low Frequency substance incorporates LL and these coefficients are known as the guess coefficients [18]. This means the approximations are gotten by utilizing the high scale wavelets which relates to the low Frequency. The high Frequency parts which are known as LH, HL, and HH of the flag are known as the points of interest which will be gotten by utilizing the low scale wavelets which relates to the high Frequency. The procedure of DWT separating incorporates, first the flag is bolstered into the wavelet channels. These wavelet channels include both the high-pass and low-pass channel. At that point, these channels will separate the high Frequency substance and low Frequency substance of the flag. Be that as it may, with DWT the quantities of tests are decreased by scale. This procedure is known as the sub-inspecting. Sub-examining means decreasing the examples by a given factor. Because of the inconveniences forced by CWT which requires high preparing power [11] the DWT is picked due its effortlessness and simplicity of operation in taking care of complex signals.

**2.1. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)**

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is an altered adaptation of Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT).
3. Proposed Frame Work

This area gives a brief portrayal about the proposed RE technique utilizing HWTI approach with interpolation. Fig.3 demonstrates that the proposed block outline which incorporates both destroyed and un-pulverized wavelet transforms for enhancing the picture quality. In the first place, the information LR picture will be given as a contribution to the crushed and un-wrecked wavelets to break down them into sub groups. At that point we will get the low Frequency and high Frequency sub groups with the span of half of the LR picture and equivalents to the LR picture. Presently, included the high Frequency sub groups of both wavelet transforms, by utilizing interpolation for expanding the measure of crushed LR picture sub groups to acquire the new or evaluated high Frequency sub groups i.e., assessed LH, HL and HH. At last, these sub groups and LR picture were interpolated with the factor of $\alpha/2$ and connected backwards DWT to get the super undaunted picture with more enhanced quality than the DWT strategy as far as PSNR, SSIM and MSE.

3.1. Quality metrics

This section deals with the image quality assessment (IQA) metrics to measure the quality of resolve images. The IQA metrics used in this project are peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and mean square error (MSE).

PSNR is defined as follows:

$$PSNR = 10\log_{10}\left(\frac{{2^{255^2}}}{MSE}\right)$$

Where, $MSE = \frac{1}{M \times N} \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} (I - \hat{I})^2$.
4. Simulation Results

This segment deals with the experimental analysis that has been done in MATLAB environment. Fig4 shows that the original LR image and wavelet zero padded enhanced images. The output of existing decimated wavelet method and wavelet decomposed images has shown in fig5, in which the quality of the image has been increased over the conventional interpolation techniques. Fig6 shows that the proposed hybrid model, we can observe that the proposed approach has given better resolute image compared to the existing enhancement techniques.
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Fig.4 Original LR image and WZP method

Fig.5 Wavelet decomposed image

Fig.6 Enhanced image using existing scheme

Fig.7 Proposed enhanced image

Fig.8 Comparison of SSIM values

Quality metrics of various enhancement techniques has been shown in table1. It shows that the PSNR and MSE values of conventional wavelet zero padding (WZP) and
DWT-RE with proposed method. WZP has PSNR of 58.74 dB, further enhancement has done by using DWT-RE method with PSNR value of 59.9 dB. Finally, proposed scheme has got PSNR of 64.83 dB with much superior perceptual quality. MSE is inversely proportional to the PSNR i.e., if the PSNR in high then the MSE will be lesser. Another quality metric SSIM has shown in fig8, also it has shown that our proposed scheme is far better than all conventional RE algorithms in terms quality metrics and even visual perception.

5. Conclusions

A review on various MRT image enhancement techniques has been implemented, also compared the simulation results with the conventional interpolation and decimated wavelet techniques. By observing the results we can conclude that the proposed enhancement has given better performance than the existed methods. Furthermore, it can be extended to enhance 3D RADAR images and multi directional RADAR images using image fusion enhancement techniques.
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